Nonspecific bridging-induced attraction drives clustering of DNA-binding proteins and genome organization
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Molecular dynamics simulations are used to model proteins that diffuse to DNA, bind, and dissociate; in the absence of any explicit interaction between proteins, or between templates, binding spontaneously induces local DNA compaction and protein aggregation. Small bivalent proteins form into rows [as on binding of the bacterial histone-like nucleoid-structuring protein (H-NS)], large proteins into quasi-spherical aggregates (as on nanoparticle binding), and cylinders with eight binding sites (representing octameric nucleosomal cores) into irregularly folded clusters (like those seen in nucleosomal strings). Binding of RNA polymerase II and a transcription factor (NFkB) to the appropriate sites on four human chromosomes generates protein clusters analogous to transcription factories, multiscale loops, and intrachromosomal contacts that mimic those found in vivo. We suggest that this emergent behavior of clustering is driven by an entropic bridging-induced attraction that minimizes bending and looping penalties in the template.
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DNA in living cells associates with proteins that continuously bind and dissociate. Some proteins affect local structure (such as histones and histone-like proteins), whereas others act globally to compact whole chromosomal segments [such as CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF)] (1–3). Bound proteins also cluster into supramolecular structures; for example, different transcription factors often bond to the same hot spots in the fly genome (4), and active molecules of RNA polymerase II coassociate in transcription factories (5, 6). In the latter case, clustering generates high local concentrations that facilitate production of the appropriate transcripts, as well as organizing the genome in 3D space.

Against this background, biophysicists have begun to model DNA folding driven by DNA-binding proteins (3, 7–12). Usually, the effects of DNA binding are incorporated into an effective potential that influences DNA dynamics; for instance, by stipulating that selected protein-binding regions in the polymer attract each other (11, 12). Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD) to model proteins that diffuse to DNA, bind, and dissociate. In the absence of any explicit mutual attraction between proteins or between monomers in the polymer, we uncover an emergent property of the system: binding spontaneously induces protein clustering and genome compaction. For example, simulations yield structures seen experimentally when proteins representing bacterial histone-like nucleoid-structuring protein (H-NS) (1, 2, 13), gold nanoparticles (14, 15), and nucleosome cores bind to DNA. Using data derived from ChIP coupled to high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) (16), we also model binding of RNA polymerase II and its transcription factor, NFkB, to the appropriate (cognate) sites on four human chromosomes; the two proteins spontaneously cluster into factories that are surrounded by loops that reflect those detected in cells using chromatin interaction analysis with paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) (16, 17).

Results

Clustering of Bridging Proteins on Binding to Naked DNA. We first consider a solution of spherical DNA-binding proteins (concentration, 0.02% in volume or 42.5 μM and therefore within the range found in vivo) that bind nonspecifically to naked DNA (36.7 kbp), modeled as a semiflexible string of spherical monomers (persistence length, 50 nm) (18) confined within a cube (250 × 250 × 250 nm). Both proteins and monomers have diameters of 2.5 nm, each DNA monomer represents ~7.35 bp, and no two components can occupy the same volume. To avoid edge effects, we use periodic boundary conditions: if a monomer or protein exits through one face of the cube, it reenters through the opposite one. We assume that each protein is attracted to each DNA monomer if any part of the DNA lies within a shell extending 0.75 nm away from the protein surface. An attractive energy of 4.1 k_BT is large enough to ensure the equilibrium favors the bound complex (a precise determination of the dissociation constant, K_d, which is <0.1 μM, depends critically on the instantaneous DNA conformation modeled). As no interaction beyond steric repulsion is introduced (so no protein is directly attracted to another, and no one monomer in the polymer to another), one might expect proteins to bind homogeneously and diffusely along the DNA (binding of all proteins would only occupy 8% of the contour length). Surprisingly, proteins quickly find each other to cluster into rows, locally
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Small proteins bind to DNA and form rows. MD simulations involving one string of blue beads (2.5 nm diameter) representing 36.75 kbp of DNA (persistence length, 50 nm; volume fraction, 0.26%; the radius of gyration of the unconfined polymer is ~456 nm) (18) interacting with 400 DNA-binding proteins (2.5-nm-diameter red spheres; volume fraction, 0.02%) in a cube (250 × 250 × 250 nm). The interaction energy and range (protein bead center to DNA bead center) were 4.12 k_BT and 3.25 nm, respectively; times shown in all figures are in simulation units (here equivalent to 70 ns/unit, assuming a viscosity of 1 cP). (A–D) Snapshots taken at different times. In D, only proteins are shown (Inset: magnified region with proteins and DNA). As proteins bind, they form into rows, locally folding DNA. (E) Both the fraction of beads in clusters and average cluster size increase with time (two bound proteins are in a cluster if center-to-center distance is <3.5 nm).

Results are generic, robust, and independent of initial conditions; similar patterns are observed with interaction energies of 3–10 k_BT, protein concentrations between 1 and 100 μM, and when proteins are prebound randomly to DNA. Clustering is not driven by an effect analogous to the entropic depletion attraction (19) or confinement, because the DNA concentration is so low (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 0.26%). In the absence of proteins, the DNA has a gyration radius of ~456 nm (estimated using a worm-like chain approximation) and therefore is in a semidilute regime; in the presence of proteins, the gyration radius is smaller than the system size. In any case, crowding and confinement hinder clustering, with only ~85% proteins being in clusters at the end of an identical simulation using a higher DNA concentration reflecting that in vivo (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 9.7%; Fig. S2). Moreover, clustering depends on a protein: DNA attraction, because only ~1% of proteins cluster in its absence (Fig. S3).

Because proteins like H-NS have only two DNA-binding sites (1, 13), and as one of our proteins can bind to more than two DNA segments, we repeated the simulations using bivalent proteins that now contain a small DNA-binding region at each pole (Fig. S4); rows again form, although clustering is reduced (Fig. S5). Almost no clustering occurs in simulations with only one binding site per protein (e.g., Fig. S6). Here, in the latter case a cluster is defined as two or more 7.5-nm proteins lying within 9 nm of each other, <10% are found in clusters; Discussion).

Effect of Protein Size. We next consider fivefold larger proteins that interact with DNA (1.24 k_BT attraction; dissociation constant, <30 nM). There is again no explicit interaction between proteins or monomers, so we might expect homogeneous configurations; however, quasi-spherical protein clusters form, and essentially all proteins end up in a few large clusters in which several proteins interact with one DNA segment (Fig. 2; Movie S3). Again, almost no clustering occurs in the absence of any attraction between protein and DNA (Fig. 2C). Here, clusters are reminiscent of those seen when positively charged proteins compacting the polymer (Fig. 1; Movies S1 and S2); an organization like that seen when H-NS binds to bacterial DNA in vitro (1, 13) and perhaps in vivo (2). These clusters grow to reach a steady-state size (Fig. 1E), and, once formed, they persist as proteins detach and reattach. The fraction of proteins in clusters (which reaches >90% in the steady state) correlates with the decrease in pairing energy (Fig. S1), indicative of one protein binding to at least two DNA segments.

Discussion

Clusters are reminiscent of those seen when positively charged proteins compacting the polymer (Fig. 1; Movies S1 and S2); an organization like that seen when H-NS binds to bacterial DNA in vitro (1, 13) and perhaps in vivo (2). These clusters grow to reach a steady-state size (Fig. 1E), and, once formed, they persist as proteins detach and reattach. The fraction of proteins in clusters (which reaches >90% in the steady state) correlates with the decrease in pairing energy (Fig. S1), indicative of one protein binding to at least two DNA segments.

Results are generic, robust, and independent of initial conditions; similar patterns are observed with interaction energies of 3–10 k_BT, protein concentrations between 1 and 100 μM, and when proteins are prebound randomly to DNA. Clustering is not driven by an effect analogous to the entropic depletion attraction (19) or confinement, because the DNA concentration is so low (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 0.26%). In the absence of proteins, the DNA has a gyration radius of ~456 nm (estimated using a worm-like chain approximation) and therefore is in a semidilute regime; in the presence of proteins, the gyration radius is smaller than the system size. In any case, crowding and confinement hinder clustering, with only ~85% proteins being in clusters at the end of an identical simulation using a higher DNA concentration reflecting that in vivo (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 9.7%; Fig. S2). Moreover, clustering depends on a protein: DNA attraction, because only ~1% of proteins cluster in its absence (Fig. S3).

Because proteins like H-NS have only two DNA-binding sites (1, 13), and as one of our proteins can bind to more than two DNA segments, we repeated the simulations using bivalent proteins that now contain a small DNA-binding region at each pole (Fig. S4); rows again form, although clustering is reduced (Fig. S5). Almost no clustering occurs in simulations with only one binding site per protein (e.g., Fig. S6). Here, in the latter case a cluster is defined as two or more 7.5-nm proteins lying within 9 nm of each other, <10% are found in clusters; Discussion).

Effect of Protein Size. We next consider fivefold larger proteins that interact with DNA (1.24 k_BT attraction; dissociation constant, <30 nM). There is again no explicit interaction between proteins or monomers, so we might expect homogeneous configurations; however, quasi-spherical protein clusters form, and essentially all proteins end up in a few large clusters in which several proteins interact with one DNA segment (Fig. 2; Movie S3). Again, almost no clustering occurs in the absence of any attraction between protein and DNA (Fig. 2C). Here, clusters are reminiscent of those seen when positively charged proteins compacting the polymer (Fig. 1; Movies S1 and S2); an organization like that seen when H-NS binds to bacterial DNA in vitro (1, 13) and perhaps in vivo (2). These clusters grow to reach a steady-state size (Fig. 1E), and, once formed, they persist as proteins detach and reattach. The fraction of proteins in clusters (which reaches >90% in the steady state) correlates with the decrease in pairing energy (Fig. S1), indicative of one protein binding to at least two DNA segments.

Results are generic, robust, and independent of initial conditions; similar patterns are observed with interaction energies of 3–10 k_BT, protein concentrations between 1 and 100 μM, and when proteins are prebound randomly to DNA. Clustering is not driven by an effect analogous to the entropic depletion attraction (19) or confinement, because the DNA concentration is so low (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 0.26%). In the absence of proteins, the DNA has a gyration radius of ~456 nm (estimated using a worm-like chain approximation) and therefore is in a semidilute regime; in the presence of proteins, the gyration radius is smaller than the system size. In any case, crowding and confinement hinder clustering, with only ~85% proteins being in clusters at the end of an identical simulation using a higher DNA concentration reflecting that in vivo (i.e., monomer volume fraction, 9.7%; Fig. S2). Moreover, clustering depends on a protein: DNA attraction, because only ~1% of proteins cluster in its absence (Fig. S3).

Because proteins like H-NS have only two DNA-binding sites (1, 13), and as one of our proteins can bind to more than two DNA segments, we repeated the simulations using bivalent proteins that now contain a small DNA-binding region at each pole (Fig. S4); rows again form, although clustering is reduced (Fig. S5). Almost no clustering occurs in simulations with only one binding site per protein (e.g., Fig. S6). Here, in the latter case a cluster is defined as two or more 7.5-nm proteins lying within 9 nm of each other, <10% are found in clusters; Discussion).

Effect of Protein Size. We next consider fivefold larger proteins that interact with DNA (1.24 k_BT attraction; dissociation constant, <30 nM). There is again no explicit interaction between proteins or monomers, so we might expect homogeneous configurations; however, quasi-spherical protein clusters form, and essentially all proteins end up in a few large clusters in which several proteins interact with one DNA segment (Fig. 2; Movie S3). Again, almost no clustering occurs in the absence of any attraction between protein and DNA (Fig. 2C). Here, clusters are reminiscent of those seen when positively charged proteins compacting the polymer (Fig. 1; Movies S1 and S2); an organization like that seen when H-NS binds to bacterial DNA in vitro (1, 13) and perhaps in vivo (2). These clusters grow to reach a steady-state size (Fig. 1E), and, once formed, they persist as proteins detach and reattach. The fraction of proteins in clusters (which reaches >90% in the steady state) correlates with the decrease in pairing energy (Fig. S1), indicative of one protein binding to at least two DNA segments.
nanoparticles (10–100 nm in diameter) are mixed in vitro with 166 kbp of DNA (14, 15). The histone-like wrapping found previously (20, 21) is only seen when DNA interacts with one protein (Fig. 2B, Inset).

To simulate nucleosome formation, we modeled DNA interacting with cylinders having eight DNA-binding patches on the circumference (Fig. SAB). On binding, the DNA can wrap around such cylinders (representing an octameric nucleosomal core), which again cluster as one segment contacts two nucleosomes (Fig. 3). Although strings of nucleosomes can form superbeads in vitro (22), there remains little evidence for such higher-order structures in vivo (23); moreover, our clusters stand out because they are separated in space by intervening DNA that is naked. Even so, the irregularly folded fiber a cluster is analogous to that found in current models for chromatin (23).

**Large Proteins Form Quasi-Spherical Clusters on Chromatin Fibers.** Cluster shape depends on polymer flexibility. We illustrate this with 20-nm proteins that bind nonspecifically to euchromatin, modeled as a string of 20-nm beads (2 kbp/ bead). Then the ratio between monomer and protein diameter is the same as in Fig. 1.

The fiber has a persistence length of 60 nm (24, 25) and is relatively more flexible than naked DNA (the ratio of persistence length to thickness is ~20 for naked DNA and ~3 for euchromatin). The protein could represent a complex containing RNA polymerase and some transcription factors; it is able to bind to two or more different DNA segments. Despite any explicit interaction between complexes, quasi-spherical clusters again form (Fig. 4; Movie S4), which are reminiscent of transcription factories (5, 6).

**RNA Polymerase II and NFκB Cluster on Binding to Whole Human Chromosomes.** Thus far, our proteins have equal affinities for all monomers in the fiber; we now consider proteins binding only to selected monomers. Here we model RNA polymerase II and one of its transcription factors (NFκB) binding to human chromosomes 5, 8, 14, and 17 modeled as 30-nm fibers (3 kbp/ bead).

These examples were chosen for several reasons. First, these two proteins are often the molecular ties that stabilize chromatin loops (5, 6, 26). Second, TNFα is a potent cytokine that signals through NFκB to orchestrate the inflammatory response. NFκB is normally cytoplasmic, but addition of TNFα to diploid (G0) human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) induces phosphorylation of the p65 subunit of NFκB, nuclear import, and binding to thousands of sites around the genome; then, several hundred genes are up-/down-regulated as new intra/interchromosomal contacts appear. Here, we model the situation 30 min after adding TNFα, a time when we have detailed information on protein binding and how binding influences...
transcriptional activity and inter/intrachromosomal contacts (16, 27, 28).

To make our model more realistic, the number of monomers in each polymer reflects chromosome length. Using ChIP-seq data (obtained using antibodies targeting the polymerase or p65) (16), each 3-kbp monomer is categorized as able to bind (or not) the polymerase and/or NFκB. For example, the three beads at the promoter of one gene responding to TNFα, sterile alpha motif domain containing 4A (SAMD4A), bind both proteins, whereas their neighbors do not (Fig. 5A). All four polymers are confined in a cube containing 5,000 polymerases and 5,000 NFκB molecules (equivalent to micromolar concentrations). Once again, no protein has any explicit affinity for another protein. These large-scale (parallel) simulations involve 181,954 monomers and at least 10^8 time steps (taking 1 wk on 24 processors).

As might be expected, sequence-specific binding also drives aggregation, with the polymerase and transcription factor often becoming concentrated at different ends of a cluster (Fig. 5B–D); we attribute this to NFκB binding to beads at a promoter next to others binding the polymerase on the gene body. As before, clustering is accompanied by a decrease in pairing energy, and it does not occur in the absence of a protein-DNA interaction. Similar clusters form in simulations involving only NFκB that binds with one of six different affinities to cognate beads (i.e., where the attraction reflects the peak height seen by ChIP-seq; Fig. 5F).

At the global level, a segment within each of the four chromosomes tends to contact another part of the same chromosome rather than another chromosome; in the resulting contact map, the four blue squares contain higher densities of contacts compared with other areas (Fig. 5E). Similar maps are obtained using Hi-C, where intrachromosomal contacts within individual chromosome territories also predominate (29). However, our contacts depend strongly on starting conditions. Thus, the simulation in Fig. 5 began with a self-avoiding conformation in each quarter of the confining cube, and a similar outcome is obtained when starting with four similarly placed mitotic-like structures (30) (Methods). In contrast, starting with four intermingled self-avoiding random walks (Methods) yields little de-mixing and no evidence for territory formation. This result is consistent with the reptation dynamics of long polymers being slow relative to simulation times (24, 30). Nevertheless, these different initial conditions all give protein clusters of roughly equal size.

At the local level, contacts made by different segments within SAMD4A reflect those seen in vivo. Before stimulation with TNFα, SAMD4A is not transcribed, no NFκB or polymerase binds, and it contacts few other chromosomes. However, 30 min after adding the cytokine (the situation modeled), NFκB binds to the promoter, pioneering polymerases now transcribe the first half of this 221-kbp gene (Fig. 5A) (27), and ChiA-PET reveals that this transcribed half contacts many other segments on the same and other chromosomes; these also tend to bind the polymerase and/or NFκB (16, 28). The contacts seen in the simulation mirror those detected by ChiA-PET (Fig. 5F). At the global level, a typical 3-kbp segment bead within 18 other up-regulated genes form one cluster if center-to-center distance is <36 nm. (F) Contacts (marked as a cross and defined as center-to-center distance <90 nm) within and between the four chromosomes; the four remain segregated in territories to form more intra- than interchromosomal contacts (indicated by the high concentration of crosses in blue boxes). (F) Simulations and ChiA-PET yield similar contacts. Data on contacts made by every 3-kbp region within SAMD4A were obtained from the simulation (contact defined as two monomers lying within 90 nm) or ChiA-PET (using data from ref. 16; contact defined as number of paired reads with no base pair mismatch in the SAMD4A tag and up to two mismatches in the paired tag). The contact number (coarse-grained into 15-kbp bins) detected by the two methods falls in much the same way with distance from the transcription start site (TSS).
The bridging-induced attraction. Each panel illustrates part of a long polymer and some DNA-binding proteins (green spheres surrounded by attractive zones). (A) When proteins bind, the mobility of black monomers is restricted (reducing their entropy); the gray flanking monomers also lose some entropy, and more distant ones progressively less (not indicated). (B) The two structures contain the same number of monomers and proteins, but the one on the right will be more stable as it contains one less loop and fewer gray monomers. (C) Once one bridge forms, monomers on each side of the bridge are likely to be positioned in a way favoring binding of a second bridge. This binding does not exhaust the full entropic cost, as much of that cost was paid when the first bridge formed. With stiff polymers like naked DNA, this probably drives the formation of rows of bond proteins (Fig. 1; Fig. S5). (D) Once two bridges connect two DNA segments, the resulting high local concentration creates a collisional cross section likely to sieve out any protein that diffuses by. (E) When the left-hand bridge dissociates, rebinding nearby is promoted by the high local DNA concentration. After several steps of dissociation/rebinding, or sliding, the resulting zipping together gives the structure on the right, which is the most stable (with fewer gray monomers than the other two structures).

What determines cluster shape? It depends particularly on protein size and polymer persistence length. Thus, for 2.5-nm proteins binding to naked DNA, the polymer is stiff on the length scale of the protein, so little bending is induced and rows form (Fig. 1), like those seen on H-NS binding (1, 2, 13). For 10-nm proteins, DNA is more likely to bend around the proteins, and quasi-spherical aggregates result (Fig. 2), as seen when DNA binds to nanoparticles (14, 15). For still-larger complexes (representing RNA polymerase II and transcription factors) binding (which also bind both the polymerase and NFkB) contacts more other segments/beads than an average (nonbinding) bead, and these contacts tend to be with other protein-binding regions (Table S1, compare rows 3 with rows 1 and 4). These results confirm that DNA segments binding the polymerase/NFkB cluster in the simulations and that the resulting contacts reflect those seen by ChIA-PET.

Discussion

Our MD simulations uncover an emergent property of a system involving proteins that bind to, and dissociate from, DNA: on binding, the proteins spontaneously cluster, even in the absence of any explicit interaction between proteins or monomers, and this clustering inevitably organizes the genome. This phenomenon is generic, robust, and occurs over a range of conditions (e.g., proteins/monomers of 2.5–30 nm, 1–100 μM protein concentration, 0.26–9.7% volume fraction of DNA, interaction energies in the range sufficient for binding and dissociation, and when proteins are initially prebound randomly along the DNA). Although our simulations might not reach a true equilibrium or global energy minimum, clusters are nevertheless stable over long periods.

What forces might drive aggregation in the absence of any explicitly included interaction between proteins or monomers? Several physical mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 6. In all cases where significant clustering is seen, proteins bind to at least two different DNA monomers to form a molecular bridge. Such bridging distorts the DNA locally, for example, by bringing two distant segments together (Figs. 1–4), straightening or bending the DNA (Figs. 1 and 2), or creating loops at many scales (Fig. S5E). These distortions have associated entropic and bending penalties. Then, rather than creating such distortions in several places along DNA, it seems energetically advantageous to group together the unfavorable conformations (Fig. 6 A–C). For example, two bridges between the same two DNA segments do not exact as large an entropic cost as bridging two different segments (Fig. 6 B and C). Kinetic effects may also contribute to clustering. For instance, bridge formation enhances the local DNA concentration, which can then more effectively sieve out unbound proteins (Fig. 6D; Movie S2). Once a cluster has formed and a protein dissociates, it is likely to rebind to the same cluster simply because the local concentration of binding sites is so high. Here, the protein concentration in the cluster is maintained despite the homogenizing effects of dissociation and diffusion (as is seen with the LacI protein in bacteria) (31). In addition, if segments between bridges are coalesged, then, when a protein dissociates, it is likely to rebind close by, so the bridges zip together (Movie S2). We dub the combination of these effects (Fig. 6) the “bridging-induced attraction.”

Protein binding is required (Fig. S3), but is bridging required? One might imagine that binding without bridging would also locally distort DNA, and it would be energetically advantageous to cluster the resulting distortions together (Fig. S8A). Moreover, theory shows that protein binding can locally alter the persistence length and promote elastic interactions between proteins to affect force-extension measurements in single-molecule experiments (32, 33). However, monovalent proteins show very little clustering in our simulations (Figs. S5 and S6), presumably because any local distortion caused is too small to lead to clustering. We note that previous theory (33) predicts attraction only when the DNA is under tension (although the effect may become more important if binding twists DNA, which is not considered here). We also note that bound (but not bridging) proteins can snag as DNA segments slide past each other (Fig. S8B); this effect is again insufficient to lead to clustering, presumably because snagged entanglements are quickly eliminated at the polymer concentrations considered here. Therefore, we conclude that bridging is required to obtain clustering.
to chromatin, the polymer is flexible enough to wrap around the complexes, and quasi-spherical clusters again form (Figs. 3 and 4; Fig. S7), which are analogous to transcription factories (5, 6). Although these clusters contain DNA in the interior, unlike those found in vivo (6), they do yield the same patterns of local (genic) and multiscale (intrachromosomal) contacts seen in living cells (Fig. 5; Fig. S7).

Note that the (entropic) depletion attraction (19) cannot drive clustering. Although it induces macromolecular clustering in crowded environments (7, 34), it requires protein (or DNA) concentrations 10- to 100-fold higher (i.e., 20–30% by volume) than used in Figs. 1–4; if it acted, our proteins would cluster in the absence of any protein:DNA interaction, but they do not (Fig. S3). Furthermore, the bridging-induced attraction works in regimes in which the DNA is dilute (so its radius of gyration is the same order of magnitude as the size of the simulation cube; Figs. 3 and 4), semidilute (Figs. 1 and 2), and at higher concentrations where the chromatin concentration is roughly that found in vivo (Fig. 5; Fig. S2). Of course, in a living cell, the classical depletion attraction acting through many crowding macromolecules (absent in our simulations) will augment the bridging-induced attraction to further promote clustering.

The compaction and clustering observed here share similarities with other phenomena encountered in polymer science. For example, when polymers are mixed with large and charged colloids, the former can wrap around the latter (Fig. 2B, Inset) (20, 21). When polymers are mixed with smaller charged colloids, the colloids can form bridges that stabilize loops (35). A recent theoretical treatment considers such bridge-forming colloids and finds that the most energetically favorable conformation to be the one where colloid bridges fold the polymer into small loops that can then slide along other segments of the polymer (35). Our simulations extend these findings to proteins and sequence-specific binding and allow examination of important metastable states that are not accessible to equilibrium theories. Another system involves polymer-stabilized colloidal dispersions (36) or dispersions in liquid crystals (37); in the latter case, minimizing elastic distortions in the host medium induces a flocculation analogous to our cluster formation. Polycations can also induce DNA condensation through a process known as disproportionation (38); partially neutralized DNA segments aggregate into droplets (driven by short-range and Coulombic forces), surrounded by a halo of negatively charged segments (39–41). Although we do not consider Coulombic interactions, the principles are related: interstrand attraction is mediated by bridging polymers (which compacts DNA) as configurational entropy of unbound regions is maximized. This work is closely related to the general phenomenon of polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions between like-charged objects (42). Another phenomenon involves protein-induced DNA bending that reduces the radius of gyration, as well as unexpectedly increasing protein-DNA affinity (43).

In conclusion, we suggest that protein binding induces a bridging attraction that drives protein clustering and genome reorganization. Then, the system must either spend energy to prevent it, or, as seems likely, it goes with the flow and uses it. In the specific case of complexes containing polymerases and replication/transcription factors, we suggest this attraction drives the formation of the factories that carry out the vital processes of replication and transcription (5, 6, 44). We also expect that improvements in computation and high-throughput sequencing will soon allow detailed comparison of the intrachromosomal contact maps seen in simulations and cells (e.g., after choosing interaction energies between additional proteins and chromosomes; Fig. S7).

**Methods**

Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations were run with large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) code, used in the BD mode (i.e., with an MD algorithm with a stochastic thermostat) (45). DNA and chromatin are modeled as bead-and-spring polymers with finite extensibility nonlinear elastic (FENE) bonds (maximum extension 1.6 times bead diameter) and a bending potential that allows persistence length to be set. Protein:protein and template:template interactions involve only steric repulsion. For template:protein interactions, all parts of a protein, or only sticky patches within one, are uniformly attracted to the template. All participants are confined within a cube with periodic boundary conditions, but strings are unwrapped for presentation purposes (i.e., disconnected strings are rejoined). Parameters are listed in the figure legends and/or in Table S2 and S1 Methods (which provides details on the simulations, including the force field used).
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SI Methods

Brownian Dynamics Simulations for DNA and DNA-Binding Proteins: Force Field. Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations were run with large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) code, used in the BD mode [i.e., with a molecular dynamics (MD) algorithm with a stochastic thermostat (1)]. Each bead, say the ith one, which could be either part of a protein or DNA, obeys a Langevin equation

\[ m \frac{d^2 \mathbf{x}_i}{dt^2} = -\nabla V - \gamma \frac{d\mathbf{x}_i}{dt} + \sqrt{2k_B T} \eta(t), \]  

[S1]

where \( m \) is the mass (\( m = 1 \) unless otherwise specified), \( \mathbf{x}_i \) is bead position, \( \gamma \) is the friction (typically \( \gamma = 0.5 \)), \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( \eta \) is a vector that represents random uncorrelated noise such that

\[ \langle \eta(t) \rangle = 0; \quad \langle \eta(t)\eta(t') \rangle = \delta_{tt'} \alpha \delta(t-t'), \]  

[S2]

where the first delta is a Kronecker one (\( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) denote Cartesian coordinates \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \)) and the second is a Dirac delta. The diffusion coefficient of the bead, \( D \), is linked to previously defined quantities through \( D = k_B T / \gamma \).

The interaction potential between DNA beads consists of three contributions, all standard in biopolymer physics. First, there is a truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential, acting between any two DNA beads, say the \( i \)th and \( j \)th, as follows:

\[ V_{\text{LJ}}(r_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 4\varepsilon \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6} + \varepsilon & \text{if } r_{ij} < 2^{1/6} \sigma \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \]  

[S3]

where \( \varepsilon = k_B T \) is an energy scale, \( \sigma \) is the diameter of the DNA bead, and \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between the \( i \)th and \( j \)th beads. Eq. S3 leads to a purely repulsive interaction and is also known as the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson potential. Second, there is a potential \( V_{\text{FENE}} \) between neighboring monomers so they are bonded by finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) springs

\[ V_{\text{FENE}}(r | r_{i+1} - r_i |) = -\frac{K_{\text{FENE}} R_0^2}{2} \log \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r}{R_0} \right)^2 \right], \]  

[S4]

where \( x_i \) and \( x_{i+1} \) denote the positions of monomers that are nearest neighbors along the chain, \( r \) is their distance, \( R_0 \) is the maximum extent of the bond (which we take equal to 1.6 \( \sigma \)), and \( K_{\text{FENE}} = 30k_B T / \sigma^2 \) is the strength of the FENE springs. [Note that the combination between the FENE potential and the repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Anderson potential (Eq. S2) leads to a bond length approximately equal to \( \sigma \).] Third, there is a bending potential defined in terms of angle between any three neighboring beads, \( \theta \), as follows:

\[ V_{\text{bending}} = K_\theta \left( 1 + \cos(\theta) \right), \]  

[S5]

where \( K_\theta / (k_B T) \) determines the persistence length (in units of \( \sigma \)).

Protein:protein interactions are taken as purely repulsive (i.e., due solely to steric repulsion) using the same potential in Eq. S3, with the same parameters except for \( \sigma \), which is replaced by the diameter of the protein (which varies as specified) or by the average between the diameters of interacting proteins (for patchy proteins or polymerase/NFkB mixtures).

For DNA:protein interactions, either all parts of a protein, or only sticky patches within one, are uniformly attracted to DNA. In the former case, the protein interacts with DNA beads through the following potential (\( a \) and \( b \) refer, for instance, to protein and DNA bead, respectively, whereas \( r \) denotes distance between bead centers)

\[ V_{\text{DNA}}(r_{ab}) = \begin{cases} 4 \kappa_{ab} \left( \frac{r_{ab}}{\sigma} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{r_{ab}}{\sigma} \right)^6 - \left( \frac{r_{ab}}{\sigma_{\text{thr}}} \right)^{12} + \left( \frac{r_{ab}}{\sigma_{\text{thr}}} \right)^6 & \text{if } r < r_{\text{thr}} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \]  

[S6]

where \( \kappa_{ab} \) controls the magnitude of the DNA:protein interaction (together with the cutoff distance \( r_{\text{thr}} \)), and \( \sigma_{\text{thr}} \) is the average of the protein diameter and DNA thickness. The quantity \( r_{\text{thr}} \) is the interaction range, above which particles stop interacting. See Table S2 for parameters included in Eq. S6.

All participants are confined within a cube with periodic boundary conditions (so when a monomer or protein exits through a surrounding wall, it reenters through the opposite one), but strings are unwrapped for presentational purposes (i.e., disconnected strings are rejoined). Snapshots from BD simulations were prepared via the Visual Molecular Dynamics software (2).

Modeling DNA Bridges and Histone-Like Proteins as Patchy Particles. The potential function in Eq. S6 permits multiple contacts between a protein and DNA, in contrast to many transcription factors (and other DNA-associated proteins such as H-NS) that bind to DNA through only two sites. We therefore used a refined model where the protein is a patchy particle that can only interact with DNA through localized areas on the surface. In practice, a patchy protein is modeled as a collection of spheres; one represents the whole protein (diameter \( 1 \sigma \)), whereas the two others (with diameters of \( 0.2 \sigma \)), lie within the largest and touch its north and south poles (so no parts of the small spheres protrude from the surface of the largest; Fig. S4A). However, an attractive field—defined as in Eq. S6—extends \( 0.1 \sigma \) away from the surface of both small spheres. The collection of such spheres is then treated as one rigid body in the BD scheme that rotates and translates as a single entity. All beads making up the patchy particle interact with other beads in the simulations through Eq. S6, where the strength and cutoff of the interactions depend on bead type. As a result, the large sphere in the patchy particle now interacts only through steric repulsion with other proteins and DNA, whereas the small spheres making up the patches are attracted solely to DNA (their only interaction with other proteins involves steric repulsion).

The nucleosome core contains pairs of four histones; 146 bp of DNA is usually wrapped around the circumference of this octamer. We model the core as a disk (~10.5 nm diameter, ~6 nm width) in which four large spheres (diameter 2\( \sigma \), ~5 nm) are arranged in a square with centers 2\( \sigma \) apart (Fig. S4B). These spheres have only a steric interaction with DNA. Eight smaller spheres (diameter 1\( \sigma \)) are partially contained within the larger spheres, and attractive fields extend 0.25\( \sigma \) from their surfaces. As a result, the smaller spheres again act as binding sites that interact through Eq. S6 with DNA via a Lennard-Jones potential truncated at 1.4\( \sigma \).
Modeling Four Human Chromosomes. We model binding of RNA polymerase II and NFκB to human chromosomes 5, 8, 14, and 17. Each polymer contains the appropriate number of 30-nm beads (each representing 3 kbp) that reflect chromosome length. Each bead is categorized as able to bind the polymerase and/or NFκB—in particular, the ϕ65 subunit—and the interaction energies indicated in Table S2. Published ChIP-seq data (coordinates based on hg18), obtained using human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) 30 min after stimulation with TNFα (3), were analyzed. Centers of peaks were first identified using PeakRanger (4) using default parameters. Then, each 200-bp window of the genome was classified as binding or not based on whether it overlapped an enriched region, and coordinates were converted to hg19. For Fig. 5, a 3,000-bp bead was classified as binding if any 200-bp window within it was classified as binding, and all four polymers are confined in a cube (3 × 3 × 3 μm) containing 5,000 polymerases and 5,000 NFκB molecules (with diameters of 18 and 9 nm, respectively). For Fig. S7, monomers were given one of six different affinities for NFκB (with interaction energies ranging from 0 to 13.52 k_BT) depending on peak height in the ChIP coupled to high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) data, and simulations involved 10,000 NFκB molecules (and no polymerases).

Mapping Between Simulation and Physical Units. Energy scales are naturally expressed in units of k_BT (1 k_BT is ~0.6 kcal/mol). For naked DNA (Figs. 1–3; Figs. S5 and S6), each monomer has a diameter of 2.5 nm, which is the hydration thickness, and represents 7.35 bp of B-DNA (with 0.34-nm axial distance between base pairs), the persistence length is 20 (in simulation units), which is equivalent to 50 nm, and all protein sizes are measured with respect to a unit of length of 2.5 nm. For a 30-nm chromatin fiber (Fig. 5; Fig. S7), compaction is 100 bp/nm (as is common) (5, 6), each monomer represents 3 kbp, and the persistence length (three simulation units, corresponding to 90 nm) gives a fairly flexible fiber. [Estimates of the persistence length of chromatin range from 40 to 200 nm (5, 7)]. For a 20-nm fiber, we use a compaction of 100 bp/nm, so a bead in Fig. 4 corresponds to 2 kbp. Concentrations of proteins and DNA are mapped to real units using the above length mapping and are given in volume fraction and micromolar units (calculated using the total number of simulated proteins and size of cube).

Timescales in simulations can be mapped to physical ones by matching the Brownian time for a DNA/chromatin bead (for example), which equals σ^2/D, to its physical counterpart, obtained by estimating the diffusion coefficient via Stokes’ formula

\[ D = \frac{k_BT}{3\pi\eta a}, \]

where we use a viscosity ν of 1 or 10 cP, which is appropriate for an aqueous solvent or nucleoplasm, respectively. Then, one simulation unit corresponds to 70 (Figs. 1 and 2; Figs. S2, S3, and S5) or 35 ns (Fig. 3) and to 0.36 (Fig. 4) or 1.22 ms (Fig. 5; Fig. S7).

Choice of Initial Configurations in BD Runs. As in all MD simulations, initial conditions play a critical role. When modeling only one polymer, we start with two different initial conditions, which lead to quantitatively and qualitatively similar results. In the majority of simulations, we start with DNA (or chromatin) as a self-avoiding walk and the proteins randomly positioned and unbound. To this end, DNA (or chromatin) was initialized as a random walk and then equilibrated for ~100,000 steps (0.01 simulation units) with a soft repulsive potential, to generate a self-avoiding configuration. The proteins are initially subject to similar soft repulsive interactions (with both other proteins and DNA). In selected cases, and to compare with patterns found in Fig. 1 and Fig. S5, we start with proteins prebound to specific beads in the polymer through fictitious springs (taking care not to start with clusters). The equilibration then proceeds as before, by subjecting all beads to a soft repulsive potential to eliminate overlaps. After equilibration, potentials are changed to the ones described in Eqs. S1–S6, and the fictitious springs are eliminated.

When modeling four human chromosomes, the initial condition has a large impact because the equilibration time of a whole chromosome is longer than currently accessible simulation times (6). Therefore, we use three different initial conditions: (i) with intermingled polymers behaving initially as self-avoiding walks (generated as above); (ii) with segregated mitotic-like configurations as described by Rosa and Everaers (6); and (iii) with segregated self-avoiding chains each occupying a quarter of the simulation box. The results in Fig. 5 and Fig. S7 start with case (iii). In all cases clustering proceeds to a similar extent within the time simulated. NFκB is modeled as a sphere with a diameter 30% of that of a 30-nm monomer in the chromatin fiber (i.e., 9 nm); this is chosen to optimize simulation time (because a smaller size leads to similar results but longer simulation times due to the smaller time step required for convergence). The interaction between NFκB and any chromatin bead is set to be either purely repulsive or attractive (Table S2).

Comparison with Chromatin Interaction Analysis with Paired-End Tag Sequencing Data. Contacts seen in simulations involving chromosomes 5, 8, 14, and 17 were compared with those detected by chromatin interaction analysis with paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) applied with an antibody targeting the active form of RNA polymerase II to HUVECs 30 min after TNFα stimulation (3). One gene (i.e., SAMD4A) and two sets of 18 genes on the four chromosomes were selected for detailed analysis. One set included the 18 most up-regulated (determined by comparison of intronic RNA levels determined using RNA-seq and total RNA isolated 0 and 30 min after stimulation); they were ESM1, CCL2, NFKBIA, RIPK2, SDCBP, DUSP1, IRF1, PLK2, KCN2, EIF1, STARD4, TRIB1, SAV1, HMGC51, CTHRC1, TNFAIP1, TNFAIP2, and SPRY4. ChIP-seq confirms that all these up-regulated genes bind the polymerase and p65 (3). The other (constitutively active) set was neither up- nor down-regulated; this set contained SCFD1, RALGAPA1, ACTR10, SNJ2BP-COX16, ALKBH1, MEG3, IHP4, SPTSSA, SNX6, MIPOL1, SEC23A, FKBP3, MDGAA2, TRIM9, DACT1, RTN1, GPHB5, and ZDHHC22. ChIP-seq confirms that all these constitutively active genes bind the polymerase but not p65 (3).

The ChIA-PET data consist of pairs of mapped tags in which each tag in the pair can have up to two mismatches. As tags are short, many map to more than one point in the genome. For Table S1, we first select tags mapping uniquely to the four chromosomes, SAMD4A, and the sets of 18 up- or down-regulated genes. We then identify the partner tag (which might map uniquely or nonuniquely to the genome) as a contact. After binning into 3-kbp segments, contacts are compared with those seen in simulations.


---

**Fig. S1.** Changes in pairing energy (sum of Lennard-Jones interactions, either repulsive or attractive) at different times during the simulation in Fig. 1. The decrease in pairing energy per bead (DNA or protein) increases concurrently with the fraction of proteins in clusters (Fig. 1E) and reflects the formation of multiple contacts once a protein binds. [For every contact made between a protein and DNA monomer, the energy change is $\sim 4.1 \kappa_B T$; therefore, the final energy indicates that (on average) each protein makes around seven to eight contacts (typical configurations show contacts with four DNA segments and with two beads per segment).]

**Fig. S2.** Clustering also occurs under confined conditions. MD simulations involving one string of blue beads (2.5 nm diameter) representing naked DNA (36.76 kbp; persistence length, 50 nm; volume fraction, 9.7%) interacting with 400 DNA-binding proteins (2.5-nm red spheres; volume fraction, 0.8%) in a cube (75 × 75 × 75 nm). The interaction energy and range (protein bead center to DNA bead center) were 4.12 $\kappa_B T$ and 3.25 nm, respectively. All conditions were as for Fig. 1, except for the higher volume fraction and smaller cube. (A and B) Two views (with/without DNA) of one structure after 30,000 simulation units (with the same mapping to physical units as in Fig. 1). (C) Fraction of proteins in clusters (threshold for clustering 3.5 nm) and average number of proteins in clusters at various times.
Fig. S3. Clustering requires an attraction (for comparison with Fig. 1). MD simulations involving one string of blue beads (2.5 nm diameter) representing naked DNA (36.76 kbp; persistence length, 50 nm; volume fraction, 0.26%) and 400 DNA-binding proteins (2.5-nm red spheres; volume fraction, 0.02%) in a cube (250 × 250 × 250 nm). All conditions were as for Fig. 1, except that there was no interaction between proteins and DNA. (A and B) Two views (with/without DNA) of one structure after 30,000 simulation units (same mapping to physical units as in Fig. 1). (C) Fraction of proteins in clusters (threshold for clustering 3.5 nm).

Fig. S4. The structure of patchy proteins (treated as a single entity in simulations). (A) Bivalent protein. The large sphere (light green) represents the whole protein (diameter 1σ); it contains two others (red; diameters 0.2σ) touching its north and south poles that have attractive fields (dark green) extending 0.1σ away from their surfaces. (B) Nucleosome core. Four large spheres of diameter 2σ (∼5 nm) are arranged in a square with centers 2σ apart along the diagonal (so they interpenetrate slightly). Two smaller spheres (red; diameter 1σ) are partially contained within each larger sphere, and an attractive field (dark green) extends 0.25σ away from their surfaces. The centers of the small spheres are 1.5σ from the center of the square, shifted 0.2σ so that there is one small sphere above the plane of the square and one below. The line between the center of each small sphere and the center of the square is at 15° to the line between the center of the large sphere and the center of the square, with small spheres above and below the plane of the square shifted in different directions. As a result, eight binding sites protrude from the circumference of the roughly disk-shaped structure. This structure could, in principle, allow 1.5–2 turns of naked DNA (25–30 beads) to wrap around the circumference of the roughly disk-shaped structure. Although the eight binding sites are chiral, the DNA can wrap around them in either direction (unlike the case in the nucleosome core).
Bivalent proteins cluster on binding to naked DNA. MD simulations involving one string of blue beads (2.5 nm diameter) representing naked DNA (36.75 kbp; persistence length, 50 nm; volume fraction, 0.26%) interacting (14.69 kBT; range, 1.71 nm from center of protein bead to DNA bead) with 200 DNA-binding proteins that contain sticky patches at their north and south poles (red spheres of 2.5 nm diameter with green attractive regions at the poles; volume fraction, 0.01%) in a cube (250 × 250 × 250 nm). (A) A view of the structure after 10,000 simulation units; most proteins have bound (Inset: structure of one protein with its two sticky patches). (B) Same view as in A, without DNA; some proteins cluster, despite the lack of any explicit protein:protein interaction. (C and D) High-power view with and without DNA showing clustering into a row on the right. (E) Both the fraction of beads in clusters and average cluster size increase with time and reach a steady state, with some fluctuations (two proteins are in one cluster if center-to-center distance is <5 nm). The mustard line shows the fraction in clusters for proteins with only one sticky patch.
Fig. S6. Spheres with only one binding patch do not cluster appreciably. MD simulations involving one string of blue beads (2.5 nm diameter) representing naked DNA (36.76 kbp; persistence length, 50 nm; volume fraction, 0.26%) interacting with 100 proteins (volume fraction, 0.14%) in a cube (250 × 250 × 250 nm). Each protein (diameter 7.5 nm) has a single DNA-binding site (a patch of 2.5 nm diameter whose center is located 2.5 nm from the center of the protein). The interaction energy and range (DNA center to protein center) were 9.05 \( k_B T \) and 3.125 nm, respectively. (A and B) Two views (with/without DNA) of one structure after 100,000 simulation units; little clustering is observed. Even so, a few clusters are seen; these invariably involve proteins that bind to two DNA monomers (as the binding zone can accommodate binding to two monomers). (C and D) Two magnified views of the boxed region in A and B. (E) The fraction of beads in clusters changes little with time (two bound proteins are in the same cluster if center-to-center distance is <9 nm); this indicates that bridging is required for clustering.
Fig. S7. Clustering of NFκB after binding to human chromosomes 5, 8, 14, and 17 with varying affinity. MD simulations involving four strings of beads (diameter 30 nm) representing human chromosomes 5 (red), 8 (red), 14 (green), and 17 (yellow) modeled as polymers of appropriate length (persistence length, 90 nm; volume fraction, 9%) in a cube (3 × 3 × 3 μm). The cube also contained 10,000 NFκB molecules (green, modeled as 9-nm spheres) that bind to the appropriate sites on the four chromosomes with one of six different affinities (determined using peak heights in data obtained by ChIP-seq using HUVECs 30 min after stimulation with TNFα). Affinities were 0 (nonbinding), 9.56, 10.82, 11.54, 12.53, or 13.52 kBT, and the interaction range (between the centers of DNA and protein) was 36 nm. The initial configuration involved four separate and randomly arranged chromosomes in each of the four quarters of a cube. (A) A snapshot taken after 30,000 simulation units (equivalent to ~0.5 min of real time, assuming a viscosity of 10 cP, which is appropriate for the nucleoplasm). (B) Region in the inset in A without chromosomes to highlight protein clustering. (C) Both the fraction of beads in clusters and average cluster size increase with time (two proteins form one cluster if center-to-center distance is <36 nm). (D) Contacts (marked as a cross, and defined as center-to-center distance <90 nm) within and between the four chromosomes; the four remain segregated in territories that form more intra- than interchromosomal contacts (blue boxes).

Fig. S8. Cartoon illustrating two effects (the first thermodynamic, the second dynamic) that contribute little to clustering. The cartoons illustrate part of a long polymer and some nearby DNA-binding proteins (green spheres surrounded by attractive zones). When proteins bind, the mobility of black monomers is highly restricted (reducing their entropy); the gray flanking monomers also lose some entropy, and more distant ones progressively less (not indicated). (A) Binding of a protein (without bridging) still restricts the mobility of bound monomers, so one might expect clustering of bound proteins to lead to more stable structures (the one on the right has two fewer gray monomers than the one in the middle); however, if this effect is involved, it can only make a minor contribution, as monomeric proteins cluster poorly (Fig. S5). (B) A protein bound to one segment is likely to snag against a similar protein bound to another segment as the two segments slide over each other; again, this effect can only make a minor contribution as monomeric proteins cluster poorly (Fig. S5).
### Table S1. Comparing contacts seen by simulation and ChIA-PET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA region</th>
<th>Average contacts per bead (3 kbp)</th>
<th>Contacts binding pol II/NFκB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All four chromosomes</td>
<td>0.244 ± 0.001</td>
<td>3.35 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>SAMD4A</em></td>
<td>37.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>39.8 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighteen up-regulated genes</td>
<td>39.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>30.7 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighteen constitutively active genes</td>
<td>21.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contacts made by every 3-kbp region of chromosomes 5, 8, 14, and 17 were obtained from simulations (Fig. 5B; contact defined as two monomers lying within 90 nm) or ChIA-PET (*SI* Methods); they are roughly similar. Row 1, 3-kbp regions that typically do not bind the polymerase or NFκB make few contacts with other regions; rows 2 and 3, regions binding the two proteins contact many other regions binding one/both proteins; row 4, regions binding just the polymerase make fewer contacts. Errors (±SD) computed assuming Poisson statistics.

### Table S2. Parameters for Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions as in Eqs. S1 and S6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>ε_{ab}</th>
<th>σ_{ab}</th>
<th>r_{thr}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 1 (1 = protein; 2 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 2 (1 = protein core; 2 = protein patches; 3 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 3 (1 = protein; 2 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.61231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.683692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 4 (1 = histone patches; 2 = histone cores; 3 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.444923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.683692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 5 (1 = protein; 2 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ parameters for Fig. 6 (1 = polymerase II; 2 = p65; 3–6 = DNA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 or 6</td>
<td>4 or 6</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>3–6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.122461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, not applicable.
Movie S1. Movie from the simulation in Fig. 1. This movie shows the formation of linear clusters, or rows, as 2.5-nm proteins bind to DNA; clustering occurs in the absence of any explicit attraction between proteins.

Movie S2. Detail from Movie S1 showing how rows form and the zipper effect. This movie highlights two mechanisms driving row formation. First, two bridges form, which then “zip together”. Second, a third protein is “sieved” from the soluble pool to form another bridge between the two other ones (facilitated by the high DNA density and favorable local DNA conformation).
Movie S3. Movie from the simulation in Fig. 2. This movie shows cluster formation for 12.5-nm proteins binding to naked DNA; the shape of the cluster is roughly spherical.

Movie S4. Movie from the simulation in Fig. 4. This movie shows clusters forming as proteins bind to a flexible polymer representing euchromatin; clusters are quasi-spherical.